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correspondence 
Synchrotron radiation 
facility 
SIR,-After reading the article by John 
Gribbin (Nature, April 12) on the 
proposal for a new synchrotron 
radiation facility, I am wondering if he 
and I went to the same meeting. Cer
tainly the meeting I attended did not 
show clearly !!hat the proposal to build 
a new £2 million storage ring "needs 
careful rethinking" or that "the plan 
as originally envisaged seems unlikely 
to survive". At the conclusion of the 
meeting, the physicists, chemists, 
biologists and metallurgists present 
made it overwhelmingly clear that they 
firmly supported the existing SRC 
plans. 

The project is not at the early stages 
of planning. Indeed, the scientific case 
for a dedicated storage ring has been 
established over a considerable period 
of time, accepted by the Science Board 
of SRC and a design study costing 
£70,000 is already well under way. 

Storage ring faciJ.ities being built in 
Hamburg and Paris are such that syn
chrotron radiation users will have 
limited access and remain parasitic. 
What is envisaged in the United King
dom is a unique facility, with 10 access 
points and accommodating 30 experi
ments simultaneously. Many experi
ments which could not previously be 
performed due to lack of intensity now 
become feasible. New experiments 
utilising the polarisation properties of 
synchrotron radiation have been pro
posed, and the enormous flux in the 
lA region will allow time resolution of 
milliseconds or better in the study of 
complex biological functions, such as 
muscle flexing. The storage ring is also 
expected to be a potent source for 
scattering experiments below tA. 

What the scientists present at 
Reading were extremely concerned 
about was the time scale involved in 
building a dedicated storage ring. ihe 
building of such a facility could in 
principle be started almost immediately 
because no major new technological 
advances are envisaged (I omit con
sideration about the "wigglers" 
required to reach the shorter wave
lengths). It need not be built at Dares
bury and therefore need not await the 
closure of NINA. This would ensure 
that the United Kingdom has its share 
of new and exci.ting physics. Is it 
realistic, however, to suggest such an 
alternative? The estimated cost of £2 

million would raise, since a new build
ing to house the storage ring, and all 
the services available in the NINA 
facility, would have to be provided. 
Incidentally, Professor Bleaney's sug
gestion of a disastrous 5 year period 
between NINA closure and storage 
ring commissioning was refuted by 
Daresbury personnel present. A 
preliminary estimate is 12 to 18 
months, given the level of funding 
shown in the SRC document. This 
could be reduced with sufficient man
power and money if SRC were to give 
whole-hearted support to the proposal. 

It is now up to the SRC to act 
swiftly and decisively in this matter or 
the United Kingdom will once again 
find itself an also-ran in the race for 
scientific discovery. The critics have had 
their chance to comment on the pro
posal and no substantial argument was 
forthcoming. (For example, nobody 
has suggested that a tunable soft X-ray 
laser will turn such a facility into an 
under-used white elephant.) In the 
absence of such criticism, let us press 
ahead with a facility whioh will surely 
be the envy of synchrotron radiation 
users vhroughout the world. 

Yours faithfully, 
K. CooLING 

J. J. Thomson Physical Laboratory, 
Whiteknights, Reading RG6 2AF 

We have also received another Jetter 
in similar vein from seventeen of those 
at the Reading meeting.-ED. 

Penicillin 
SIR,-1 am grateful to Ernst Chain for 
his comments on the rediscovery of 
penicillin (Nature, June 14). There 
would, however, seem to be ample justi
fication in the literature for the view
point I put forward in my earlier article 
(Nature, May 24) concerning the direc
tion of research into antibiotics during 
wartime and the quest for agents of 
chemotherapy. Chain's first joint paper 
in the field 1 refers to chemotherapy in 
title and substance, and his later joint 
publication that same year (on penicil
linase) dis·~usses the relative merits of 
penicillin as an agent of chemotherapy". 
The extensive paper on t•herapy using 
penicillin published some months later 
by Chain and the other members of the 
Oxford team3 expands on the theme. 
The effects of the war effort, to which 
I have referred elsewhere• is repeatedly 
emphas"ised in Fleming's classic volume' 
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(to which, apparently, the Oxford 
workers declined to contribute). Bacha
rac and Hems" in particular, state that 
penicillin seemed to "merit much more 
attention than it had received", a pointer 
to exactly the form of directed research 
I would like to see in oncology. It con
trasts radically with Coghill's com
ments' that Raistrick, apparently the 
first to see the significance of antibiotics, 
"could get no clinical tests made". Per
haps the essence of what we should 
say is ·that, though it is widely assumed 
that Fleming's fortuitous discovery gave 
rise to the concept of antibiosis, the 
discovery of Penicillium notatum, and 
the first recorded examples of 'micro
bial therapy', it did not in fact originate 
any of these8. In this respect the re
searc work of Howard Florey and Ernst 
Chain, with their coworkers, was of 
peerless importance. 

Yours faithfully, 
BRIAN J. FORD 
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Worsted 
SlR,-We are not in complete agree
ment with Neidle's point (Nature, 249, 
212; 1974) that there is a cultural bias 
in the understanding of our "hotdog" 
model for repressor-operator inter
action. The Germans, for example, 
might consider it the Wurst model of 
operator-repressor binding. 

Yours faithfully, 

Yale University, 

T. A. STEITZ 
B. ENGELMAN 

New Haven, Connecticut 06520 

The briefer the letter the better its 
chance of being published. We reserve 
the right to cut correspondence. 
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